SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

James W Bass Pediatric Bowl

Pediatric questions galore await in San Diego, which will host the world’s premier pediatric trivia contest. The 2020 James W Bass Pediatric Bowl promises to be a battle of wits and endurance among three outstanding local residency programs that will compete for the chance to sip, but not aspirate, from the coveted Meconium Cup.

- High-energy gameshow that is attended by several hundred attendees and students from local residency programs on Sunday.
- Company name recognition is provided on the main screen as attendees enter the Pediatric Bowl.
- Company name recognition on signs located outside the meeting room.
- Verbal recognition from hosts before competition starts.

Additional Benefits!

Receive a variety of company recognition in advance and throughout the conference digitally and in print including the Conference Program, website and conference app, onsite eblast website recognition links, onsite donor signs, in AAP News Welcome Edition and more!

Sponsorship opportunities sell out fast! For more information about this item/event or to secure this opportunity, please contact:

Aimee Hearden
Manager, Corporate Relations
630-626-6526
ahearden@aap.org

Kirstin Samp
Manager, Corporate Relations
630-626-6485
ksamp@aap.org